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Productivity with Mobile Technology
I would like to give you some ideas on how you can be more productive using mobile technology. These are three main operating systems today in mobile
technology. Apple’s IOS (Intelligent Operating System or iPhone Operating System, iPad Operating System, iPod Operating System), Google’s Android
and Microsoft’s Mobile Windows.

Hardware: Personal Choice
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Hardware: Personal Choice
Everyone has their own opinion on which operating system or platform is the best for them. I will not be debating this point in this presentation. I like
Apple’s IOS found on the iPhone and iPad. Apple has the largest ecosystem to support their IOS operating system. In other words, there are more apps
and high quality applications for these devices than any of the other operating systems in my opinion.

It is all about the Apps
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It is all about the Apps
Apps is short for Applications. I am going to show you some productive features of the IOS operating system and demonstrate some productivity apps
that I find are extremely useful. Many of these Apps can be found on the other mobile operating systems or in other words their ecosystems.

Just a Few Features

Siri

AirDrop

Text-to-Speech
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Just a Few Features
Siri - It lets you use your voice to send messages. You can ask questions just by talking. It is a dictation tool for email, text messaging and posts in social
media. I use it as my dictionary. I am the first one say it is not perfect. It is getting better year after year.
This is how I use it: Example: “How do you spell aggravation?”
AirDrop - This is a great way to transfer images or documents from one IOS device to another.
Example: (set Fred’s phone up.)
Text-To-Speech This is one of the accessibility feature that sets the IOS operating system apart from the others. If you are an oral learner or if you just enjoy hearing your
writing, this feature is great.
Example: Show feature in email or iBook.

It is all about the Apps
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It is all about the Apps
Now we will look at some productivity apps;
Features
DropBox - a Cloud based storage system.
Compatibility: Mac, Windows, IOS, Android and can be accessed via the web.
Company Website: www.dropbox.com
Cost: Free for 5 GB of Storage.
What to Show:
I backup all my Photos to Dropbox from my IOS devices. I can store Documents in Files and I can share documents and photos in my Public Folder.
Additionally, you can house websites in Dropbox. What is so great about this cloud based storage system is that you can access your documents from any
device or from the web.
__
Notability - A note taking application. It also is capable of audio recording and so much more.
Compatibility: IOS and Android systems and it syncs. with DropBox.
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